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Abstract—Acoustic monitoring of bird species is an increas-
ingly important field in signal processing. Many available bird
sound datasets do not contain exact timestamp of the bird call
but have a coarse weak label instead. Traditional Non-negative
Matrix Factorization (NMF) models are not well designed to
deal with weakly labeled data. In this paper we propose a
novel Masked Non-negative Matrix Factorization (Masked NMF)
approach for bird detection using weakly labeled data. During
dictionary extraction we introduce a binary mask on the activa-
tion matrix. In that way we are able to control which parts of
dictionary are used to reconstruct the training data. We compare
our method with conventional NMF approaches and current state
of the art methods. The proposed method outperforms the NMF
baseline and offers a parsimonious model for bird detection on
weakly labeled data. Moreover, to our knowledge, the proposed
Masked NMF achieved the best result among non-deep learning
methods on a test dataset used for the recent Bird Audio Detection
Challenge.
I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic detection of bird sounds is an important task for
many applications, such as environmental monitoring [1] or
audio indexing. With appearance of publicly available audio
datasets, such as freefield1010 [2], Warblr [3] or Chernobyl
dataset from TREE project1 and challenges for bird recog-
nition, such as the LifeCLEF Bird Identification Task [4]
and the recent Bird Audio Detection (BAD) Challenge [3],
the problem has received considerable attention from audio
research community.
The complete goal of bird detection is to be able to detect
the beginning and end of a bird call and classify it from
an arbitrary number of species. However, a simple task of
determining the presence or absence of a bird sound in an
audio file is often a first step in analysis of large audio
datasets. Although determining the presence of a bird is a
straightforward binary classification task, the classifier has to
cope with several difficulties. Firstly, the models need to be
able to recognize an unspecified variety of bird calls. Secondly,
as data annotation is an expensive and time-consuming task,
available data is often weakly labeled. This means that we
are provided with coarse labels determining the presence or
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absence of a bird in an audio recording, rather than an exact
timestamp of the bird call or even the number of times it has
occurred [5]. Finally, real-life recordings contain high amount
of noise, hence robust methods are necessary.
Many state of the art methods for bird detection are based
on Deep Learning techniques [6]. Although these provide ex-
cellent results, deep learning models are complex and require
a large number of parameters to optimize. Moreover, they rely
on huge amount of training data, which is often hard to acquire
in audio domain. In contrast, Non-negative Matrix Factoriza-
tion (NMF) methods offer parsimonious models and are known
to provide meaningful and interpretable decompositions of
audio data into parts [7]. NMF can be interpreted as a feature
learning method, which aim is to learn a transformation that,
when applied to data, increases the performance of a given
system. Feature learning has been shown to be beneficial for
large-scale bird sounds classification [2]. At the same time,
NMF has been successfully used in a number of acoustic
event detection tasks [8], [9], [10]. Typically, NMF is used
in an unsupervised manner to extract separate dictionaries
for each class from its isolated recordings. The activations of
the dictionary elements determine then the presence of events
[11], [9]. However, in real-life applications we often do not
have access to isolated sounds or exact labels determining the
timestamp of each event, but to weakly labeled data only, for
which NMF seems to be ill-suited.
In this paper we propose a Masked NMF approach for ex-
tracting dictionaries from weakly labeled data. The method is
inspired by score-informed musical source separation methods,
where a MIDI musical score is used as a constraint for the
musical note activation matrix [12]. A similar approach has
been proposed for polyphonic acoustic event detection, where
activity annotations served as a constraint [13]. However,
in both cases the data is well annotated, hence the exact
appearance of each note/sound event is known. We adapt the
method for weakly labeled data using the coarse labels as a
constraint on the activation matrix of NMF decomposition.
More specifically, we jointly train dictionaries for “bird” and
“non-bird” sounds by applying a binary mask on the activation
matrix of NMF in the training phase. In that way, we allow
the reconstruction of bird sounds using both bird and non-bird
dictionaries but we set to zero activations of bird dictionary
atoms during the reconstruction of non-bird sounds. Hence,
non-bird sounds are reconstructed with non-bird dictionary
only. The proposed Masked NMF method is evaluated and
compared to the state of the art methods in the BAD Challenge
setup.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
NMF is a well known technique to decompose non-negative
data into a product of two non-negative low rank matrices,
which has shown to be beneficial in audio processing field.
The goal of NMF is to approximate a data matrix, typically a
time-frequency representation of a given sound, V ∈ R+F×T
as a product of a dictionary W ∈ R+F×K and its activation
matrix H ∈ R+K×T , such that:
V ≈ Vˆ = WH. (1)
W and H are estimated to minimize an arbitrary cost function
D(V|WH). The popular choice of a cost function is the
generalized Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence,
D(x|y) = xlogx
y
− x+ y (2)
although other error approximation functions, such as Eu-
clidean distance or Itakura-Saito (IS) divergence are also a sen-
sible choice [14]. KL divergence is minimized by alternately
updating W and H by the following multiplicative update
rules[7]:
W←W VH
T
1HT
H← H W
TV
WT 1
,
(3)
where 1 is a matrix of dimensions F × T with all its
elements equal to 1, A  B denotes a Hadamard (element-
wise) product of two matrices, AB - Hadamard division and
other multiplications are matrix multiplications.
B. Non-negative Matrix Factorization for audio detection
1) Unsupervised NMF (UNMF): The straightforward ap-
plication of NMF for binary audio classification is to use it
as an unsupervised feature learning method. The approach is
similar to the one proposed by Stowell and Plumbley [15]
but instead of learning an over-complete dictionary we extract
a parsimonious representation using NMF. In that case we
concatenate all the training examples from both bird and
non-bird examples into one matrix V and extract a single
dictionary.
2) Class-conditioned NMF (CCNMF): Alternatively, NMF
is used to extract separate dictionaries for each of N classes
[11], [16], [9]. M training examples for each class are concate-
nated and jointly factorized. For a binary classification task,
N = 2 and the training is performed as follows:[
V01,V
0
2, · · · ,V0M0
] ≈W0H0[
V11,V
1
2, · · · ,V1M1
] ≈W1H1. (4)
In the detection phase, all dictionaries are typically concate-
nated and the activation matrix is retrieved:
Vtest ≈
[
W0,W1
] [H0
H1
]
= W0H0 + W1H1. (5)
Usually, the training data is formed of isolated recordings,
therefore the N extracted dictionaries are expected to be
discriminative for each of class. However, it has been shown
that the dictionaries learnt from different events contain sim-
ilar elements [9]. That means that a given audio event is
reconstructed not only using elements from its corresponding
dictionary but also atoms from dictionaries of other events,
which makes discriminative classification more difficult. This
problem may appear even more clearly, when the training data
contains noise common for several classes, which is the case
for weakly labeled data.
3) Event detection: In order to determine which event was
present, thresholding may be applied to the activation matrix
[10], [13]. Alternatively, if we do not need to locate the sound
in time, the activation matrix can used as an input to an
arbitrary classifier, such as SVM or random forest [13], [15].
III. PROPOSED METHOD
To alleviate the limitation of the standard NMF not leading
to discriminative dictionaries, we propose to add a constraint
on the activation matrix in the dictionary generation phase. In
this section we describe in detail the proposed method.
A. Dictionary Generation
Let us consider a binary classification case of bird detec-
tion, where the number of classes is N = 2, and where
y ∈ {0, 1} is a label denoting absence or presence of a
bird, V0 = V01, · · · ,V0M0 is a set of M0 training examples
with absence of birds and V1 = V11, · · · ,V1M1 is a set of
M1 training examples with the presence of birds. As the
data is weakly labeled, examples containing bird song most
probably also contain noise and other sounds. Therefore, we
assume that to reconstruct well bird training examples (V1) we
also need elements from dictionaries extracted from non-bird
examples (V0). At the same time, we do not expect elements
of the dictionary atoms of bird sounds to be present used for
reconstructing V0. We impose this constraint in the training
phase by applying a binary mask to the activation matrix as
follows: [
V0,V1
] ≈
≈ [W0,W1]([1 10 1
]

[
H0
H1
])
=
=
[
W0,W1
] [H00 H01
0 H11
]
=
= [W0H00,W0H01 + W1H11]
(6)
where W0 ∈ R+F×K
0
, W1 ∈ R+F×K
1
are “bird” and
“non-bird” dictionaries respectively, K0 and K1 are their
corresponding ranks. 0 is a matrix of zeros with K1 rows
and the number of columns corresponding to the total size
Fig. 1. A simplified block diagram of the bird audio detection system. See
text for the complete description of the system.
of M0 non-bird training data, while 1 denotes matrices of
appropriate dimensions with all elements equal to 1. H00,
H01 and H11 are parts of the activation matrix of suitable
dimensions. The masking is implemented through appropriate
initialization of the activation matrix. As the update rules of
NMF are multiplicative, elements initialized with 0 remain 0
throughout the training. In this way we obtain a dictionary:
W =
[
W0,W1
]
(7)
which we then use for bird detection.
B. Bird Detection
Having extracted the dictionary W by the masked NMF
(eq. (6)) we fix W and use to decompose each of the training
examples via standard NMF (eq. (1)). We obtain an activation
matrix H for each file. As the data contains recordings of
different lengths, and to reduce the dimensionality of the
representations, we summarize (pool) the activation matrices
over the time. We choose the mean and standard deviation
of each row of H, as this combination of pooling functions
has shown beneficial for audio classification [17], [15]. We
then use the pooled activation matrices as feature vectors to
train a binary classifier. In this paper we choose a random
forest classifier [18] with 500 trees, which has been previously
successfully used for audio classification [17], [15].
For a newly observed signal Vtest we follow the same pro-
cedure: we decompose the signal using W, pool the obtained
activation matrix Htest and classify with the trained binary
classifier.
A simplified block diagram of the bird detection system
using the proposed Masked NMF is shown in Figure 1.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Datasets and metrics
For the experiments we use three datasets provided by the
organisers of the BAD Challenge: Warblr [3], freefield1010 [2]
and the Chernobyl dataset from TREE project2. Warblr is a
crowd-sourced dataset that consists of 10,000 ten-second real-
life audio signals which contain different background noise
2http://tree.ceh.ac.uk/
and also fake bird calls imitated by humans. Freefield1010
is a collection of over 7,000 excerpts from field recordings
around the world, gathered by the FreeSound project3. The
third dataset, Chernobyl, is a part of approximately 10,000
hours of audio captured in Chernobyl Exclusion Zone (CEZ)
[3]. This dataset is kept unpublished by the organizers of the
Bird Detection Challenge for the sake of future evaluations on
unknown data. We perform experiments in two scenarios:
1) Development scenario: we use 10% of Warblr and 10%
of freefield1010 datasets for training, and another 10%
of each of the two datasets for testing. We decided to
use just a subset of all available data to allow for faster
development.
2) Deployment scenario: we use entire Warbl and
freefield1010 datasets for training with the parameters
chosen during development, we test the model on test
data provided by the organisers of the BAD Challenge
via an online submission system4. The test data consist
of 1293 files from freefield1010 and Chernobyl datasets.
We evaluate the results using widely used evaluation metric:
Receiver Operator Characteristics curves and a corresponding
Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) [19].
B. Data representation
As a data representation we use normalized mel spectro-
grams extracted with 40 bands. We use a Hamming window
of 23 ms with no overlap on signals sampled with 44.1
kHz. Then, we group several (Nsh) consecutive frames by
concatenating them into a single larger vector. This is known
as shingling and allows for learning the temporal information,
which has been shown to be beneficial for environmental audio
classification [17].
C. Masked NMF performance
We compare the proposed Masked NMF with the two
baseline methods: CCNMF and UNMF (see Section II-B). For
a meaningful comparison we set the total size of the dictionary
to be equal for each of the methods. i.e. K = 60. For Masked
NMF and CCNMF we use K1 = 10 bases for bird sounds and
K0 = 50 for non-bird sounds. We fix Nsh = 4. The number
of bases was chosen after a search through a total range from
20 to 100 bases.
Figure 2 shows the ROC curves for the Masked NMF
and both baseline methods in the development experimental
scenario. Table I shows the corresponding AUC scores. The
proposed method outperforms both baseline approaches.
D. Length of temporal context
We also investigated the influence of the number of con-
secutive frames (shingles) taken as an input vector. Figure 3
shows the ROC curves for different numbers of shingles. From
the set Nsh ∈ 1, 4, 12 we found Nsh = 4 to give the best
performance.
3https://freesound.org/
4http://lsis-argo.lsis.org/
Fig. 2. Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) curves for different NMF
methods. We compare Masked NMF, Class-conditioned NMF (CCNMF) and
unsupervised NMF (UNMF) of the same dictionary size, i.e with 60 bases
(10 for bird sounds, 50 for non-bird sounds). The inset shows a magnified
left upper corner of the ROC curve.
Method AUC
UNMF 89.8%
CCNMF 89.1%
Masked NMF (Proposed) 90.4%
TABLE I
AREA UNDER THE CURVE (AUC) SCORE FOR DIFFERENT NMF
METHODS: MASKED NMF (PROPOSED), CLASS-CONDITIONED NMF
(CCNMF) AND UNSUPERVISED NMF (UNMF) OF THE SAME
DICTIONARY SIZE, I.E WITH 60 BASES (10 FOR BIRD SOUNDS, 50 FOR
NON-BIRD SOUNDS)
Number of consecutive frames AUC
1 frame 89.4%
4 frames 90.4%
12 frames 89.7%
TABLE II
AREA UNDER THE CURVE (AUC) SCORE FOR DIFFERENT NUMBER OF
CONSECUTIVE FRAMES USED AS DATA REPRESENTATION: 1, 4 AND 12
FRAMES USING MASKED NMF WITH 60 BASES (10 FOR BIRD SOUNDS, 50
FOR NON-BIRD SOUNDS)
E. Bird Audio Detection Challenge result
In order to compare Masked NMF with other state of the art
methods we trained the models using all available data from
BAD Challenge setup (see IV-A: Deployment Scenario). We
chose our best performing model fixing the parameters to the
following: K0 = 50, K1 = 10, Nsh = 4. We submitted the
results on the test dataset to the online submission system5,
which reports the AUC score for the test dataset. The system
evaluates the results on a preview of 1293 audio files from
5http://lsis-argo.lsis.org/
Fig. 3. Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) curves for different number
of concatenated frames (shingle size). We use the proposed Masked NMF
with 60 bases (10 for bird sounds, 50 for non-bird sounds). The inset shows
a magnified left upper corner of the ROC curve.
Method AUC
CNN [20] 88.9%
CRNN [21] 88.3%
Masked NMF (Proposed) 80.1%
CCNMF (baseline) 78.3%
UNMF (baseline) 77.8%
GMM/SVM [22] 77.2%
TABLE III
AREA UNDER THE CURVE (AUC) SCORE REPORTED BY THE OFFICIAL
SUBMISSION SYSTEM OF THE BIRD DETECTION CHALLENGE FOR SIX
SYSTEMS: PROPOSED MASKED NMF, TWO BEST PERFORMING DEEP
LEARNING SYSTEMS (CNN AND CRNN), THE BEST NON-DEEP LEARNING
SYSTEM (GMM/SVM) AND TWO BASELINE METHODS (SEE II-B)
the dataset, which, according to the organizers of the BAD
Challenge, gives a sound estimate of the performance on the
whole testing dataset. To be consistent, we report the results
of the other methods on the preview dataset as well [6].
Table III shows the final performance reported by the sub-
mission system of BAD Challenge. We compare the method
with two best deep learning approaches (CNN and CRNN) and
the best non-deep learning method (GMM/SVM) [6]. Masked
NMF achieves the best performance among non-deep learning
methods, although 8 percentage points lower than the best deep
learning approach.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a new method for bird audio detec-
tion using weakly labeled data, Masked NMF. The proposed
method incorporates information from weak labels by adding
a constraint on the activation matrix during the training step
of NMF. A binary mask is applied on the activation matrix
to allow reconstruction of bird sounds using both“bird” and
“non-bird” dictionaries and reconstruction of non-bird sounds
using non-bird dictionaries only. Dictionaries extracted using
the Masked NMF method achieve better performance on
bird audio detection task than dictionaries extracted using
unsupervised or class-conditioned NMF. The proposed method
achieved the best result among non Deep Learning methods
on the Bird Audio Detection Challenge test data.
The method has the potential to be extended to different
types of sounds and multiple classes which we will do in the
nearest future. Moreover, inducing different levels of sparsity
on the activations of NMF for each of the dictionaries is
an interesting approach that we will investigate. In the next
work we will further investigate the influence of the rank of
decomposition on the extracted dictionaries.
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